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Spiegel releases prof from parking payment
By Tom Beyerlem
"I guess I did get special
treatment." said Dr Richard
Page, assistant professor of
psychology, in regard to the
payment of over $300 worth of
parking tickets he had received
over a three year period.
Page disclosed that Dr Andrew P Spiegel, executive
vice-president and provost, agreed to allow him to settle his
fines with Parking services by
doing "consultant work" on
this summer's four day wo.k
week.
I was faced with having to
pay a substantial parking fine
for not having had stickers and
obtaining tickets over approximately a three year period,"
Page said.
This was "during a period
when I found myself to be in
basic disagreement with the
University's parking policy legarding faculty.
" M y feeling was that I had to
be at the University to carry out
my contract and that just as I
need an office to meet with stu-

dents in. I needed a place to
park." Page stated.
I just felt it was a poor policy. I guess I still do," he remarked.
Page conti nued to say that he
took an attitude of passive resistance. ! decided to simply ignore the policy. I wasn't going
to buy a sticker; I was just going
to park.
"Finally the point came
when they decided to lay down
the law."
Page's problems with Security and Parking services
began last spring when his car
was towed after he had received a certified letter telling
him he had more than three
outstanding fines.
He contacted Richard Grewe, director of Security and
Parking services, proposing
that he might possibly do some
form of alternate service to pay
off the fines.
Crewe sent Page a memo
stating that his proposal had
been deemed unsatisfactory.
Page said this memo was sent

four or five days after he had left
the area for the summer and
was subsequently lost in the
"summer shuffle. I never saw
that." he commented.
When Page returned in the
fall of 1975. he "assumed the
issue was dropped. I just let it
ride."
But this spring. Page received
another certified letter from
Parking services indicating a
settlement of the fines was required.
"He (Crewe) indicated that
the only settlement he could
approve was paying half of the
fines. $150. instead of $300.
and that such an arrangement
was made to reduce fines to the
level of what the fines would
have been if they'd been paid
immediately." Page explained.
The motor vehicle regulations for this year, released by
Parking services, state for no
decal, the fine is $25, with $20
of the fine forgiven if a deca! is
purchased and the fine paid
within three days (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holi-

days) of the time the Vehicle
Violation notice is issued."
Page continued.
About
three years ago, several faculty
members who had many outstanding fines at that time also
were told that if they paid one
token fine, five bucks, and
bought a current decal then all
other fines would be eliminated."
He said that about six or
seven faculty members were
involved in the deal, including
Dr Rubin Battino. professor of
chemistry, who had originally
contacted Page about the arrangement.
Battino. who is currently on
an extended trip to Israel, was
unavailable for comment.
' At that time, I chose not to
make that settlement. It was offered to me. At that time I said
no because that would indicate
my compliance with that University's policy on parking,
which I was still in disagreement with," Page said.
This March, when Page
realized a settlement would be

necess.m Crewe told him the
deal was no longer in effect
Crewe -aid well thats no
longer a policy. That was ottered at one time but no longer
exists" Page said.
Grewe refused to comment
on the matter.
Page noted that when he
asked Grewe if it would be possible for him to do some othei
form of service in lieu ot the
tines. Grewe told him he would
have to "go to his superiors."
He was doing it on the basis
of higher authority. I don't
know who he talked to... possibly (Vice-president Win) Murray." he added.
Page also mentioned that Ed
Cooper. Parking Services office
manager was present during his
discussions with Grewe.
"At that .ime" Page continued. " I spoke directly to Dr
Spiegel and suggested the possibility of doing some serviu
for the University to olitain
money to pay the fines."
Page added that, a 20 minute^.
(Continued on page 3)
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Final Exams
Monday. Wednesday or Friday:
First class meeting
Final examination period
8 10
8 am—10 am, Friday, lune 11
9:10
8 am—10 am, Monday, lune 7
10:10
10: JO am—12: JO pm. Wednesday. |une9
11:10
10: JO am—12:J0 pm, Thursday, lune 10
12:10
10: JO am—12: JO pm. Friday, lune 11
1:10
I pm—J pm. Monday, lune 7
2:10
I pm—J pm, Wednesday, lune 9
J:50
3:15 pm—5:15 pm, Friday, lune I I
Tuesday or Thursdav:
8:15
9:45
1115
12.45
2:15
J:45

8 am—10 am. Tuesday, lune 8
10: JO am —12: JO pm, Monday, lune 7
10: JO am 12: JO pm, Tuesday, lune 8
1 pm—J (:..ii, Thursday, lune 10
3:15 pm— 5:15 pm, Wednesday, lune 9
J: 15 pm—-5:15 pm, Tuesday, lune 8

Evening classes (4 pm- 10 pm) will hold iinal examinations during the period lune 7 through lune 12, I97(>. Classes which
normallv meet between 4 pm and 7 pm will have then examinations irom 5: JO pm to 7: JO pm on their regular meeting day.
( l.i -ses meeting at 7 pm and later will have their examinations
from " 4 5 pm to 9:45 pm,

Is it true that Wright State's Medical school is sinking into the ground! I Photo by Erik Sondergelti

Caucus employs five researchers

by Susan Opt
In an effort to keep in touch
with upc oming events affecting
the University, Student Caucus
lias hired researchers.
" W e have five researchers
Satu<<lav i lasses will hold tin.it examinations Saturday, lune 5 presently who cover the state,
committee
and service areas."
Irom fi ,wn to 10 am.
said Don Schmidt, Student
Caut us chairer.
Final examinations will lie held .it the above spet ified times based
"There are three researchers
upon the tust usual (lass meeting ot the week. In cases where
who research the committee
classes have multiple times the lust meeting is regarded as the
processes
at Wright State.
< lass time.
"They find out who's on
Scheduling conflicts are to be tesolved by the department nearest what committee, when committees are meeting, etcetera.
the beginning of the alphabet.
They keep the Caucus in touch
C omputer S< ience Common exams w ill IH> held Tuesdav, lune 8 with the committees.
One researcher works in the
from 1 pm— \ pm and MathematK s Common examinations will
service area, looking into such
be held Wednesday. lune 9 trom 8 am to 10 am.
things as the backgrounds of
projects that people have re-

quested funds from Caucus for.
"In addition, be does all the
questionnaires." explained
Schmidt.
Another researcher, whose
term has just ended, is in touch
with legislature before the Ohio
General assembly. He tells us
what bills are coming up and
what actions have been taken,
who voted for what, etcetera,
continued Schmidt.
But the researcher doesn't
actually talk to the legislature or
try to influence them in any
way."
The researchers are chosen
by the Caucus chairer and they
serve however long they are
needed, up to a year, said
Schmidt.
The number of researchers

th.it Caucus' budget allows
them to hire depends on it thev
hire work-study or regular students, he pointed out.
It we had hired ail regular
we could h«;ve hired two students. But instead we dec ided
to hire work-study, whodi
would give us three secretaries
and
five
researchers."
explained Schmidt.
One of the researchers.
Susan O'Cull. explained tli.it
her job was to "compile a list oi
all the committees and a list ot
all the members of the committees."
Her lists were then turned
over to another researc her
who gathers information on
meeting times and charters ot
the committees.

Committee chooses Randy Marshall as 76-77 'Nexus' editor
In Dorelt.i McGeorge
Rands Marshall was < hosen
last week by Publications subcommittee to serve as editor of
Ve\u« magazine tor next year,
I understand more alxiut it
i\'euisi than any other person
except for the present editor.
Mark W i l l i s . " commented
Marshall who has been assistant editor of Venus since
November.
Marshall also mentioned his
contact with the writers for the
non-fiction articles in the
magazine as another qualification for the position.
Willis said he decided not to
run for editor this year because
he wants to concentrate more
on his writing and he won't be
at Wright State as a full-time
student during the next
academic year.
According to Marshal!. Willis and Way ne Wennirig w ill lie
helping him with Vexus but he
added that he has not chosen
an art editor or an assistant
editor yet.
Willis remarked that he
would be assisting Marshall by
contributing In- writings.
"In the past year. I've had to
put my writing aside and concentrate on administrative
duties such as doing paperwork
.mil getting the magazine put
together." Willis stated. Organizational work is different
than w riting or reporting."
Marshall noted that Nexus
will still lie in tabloid format but
the magazine will be different
in other vv.ivs.

He said several non-tiction
columns on sports, media,
music, women, and survival
would be included whi< h has
never been done before in
Nexus.
It will still have poetry and
fi( tion and possibly a centertold section about what's going
on in the community eventwise.'' Marshall explained.
Marshall continued that

through the articles and the
centerfold section Nexus could
gain local interest and expand
its appeal.
He said the Nexus summer
issue would be free and that
there is a good chance the
magazine w ill be tree next year
also.
"The new format is not as
expensive. Nexus will never
(ost 50 cents again," Marshall

declared.
Marshall mentioned that
Nexus would be discarding the
theme idea because it is too
confining. It only worked for
the fall issue which was one of
the best issues ever," he noted.
The summer issue doesn't
have a theme."
Willis said the issue for this
quarter will be out lune 6 due to
delays. I explained it by saving

the is--ue is later an.i better than
ever." he commented.
Marshall rem rked that he
doubted whether Nexus •vill
continue its contest for first
second, and third prize in
poetry, fiction, and art.
It s not a very good idea
from an artist's point of view. It
goes against my notions ot art.
he added.

Schmidt claims council violated proceduie rules
by Susan Opt
An Academic Counc il meeting which recessed May J. reconvened and violated parlimentary procedure, said Don
Schmidt, Student Caucus
chairer.
"They held a regular meeting
but then recessed until the new
student appointees could attend," explained Schmidt.
When they reconvene, the
council reconvened with the
new members. It's strictly a parlimentary procedure.
"They should have reconvened with the old body, had
any votes and then introduced
the new members." continued
Schmidt.
"If important issues had been
discussed or voted on we might
have complained. But since
they didn't, we decided to let it
drop."
Glenn
Graham,
vicepresident of faculty for
Academic Council, explained
that the new members of the
council had been seated at the

tail end" of the May J meeting. |ust prior to the recess.
He said most of those members seated were faculty, fx1cause at that time Caucus elections had not taken place.
Graham continued to say
that the council had to elect a
Steering committee for the new
year during the May meeting, in
order that they might
make up'
"

'

an agenda for the lune
Academic Council meeting.
"Otherwise, you have a lame
duck council during the month
of May," Graham remarked.
He added that "every bit of
old business was taken care of
prior to the recess of the May J
meeting."
Graham noted that although
Schmidt
and some
other
. IV. W
t l H - l ImemI It'll I-

bers of the old council were in
attendance at the May 17 meeting, they did not seem to think
they were there to vote."
None of them asked a question. I'm sure if they had asked
someone
would
have
explained it (the reason they
were not voting) to them,"
he said.

Pakistan's hashish factories turn out
tons of black bricks of quality drugs
fIrom
r n m College
( o / f i u i i i Press
Wfii. ! . service
........
"Hash factory—visitors welcome." proclaim stheenticing
sign on one mud brick building. Best quality hashish for
sale,' says another nearby
notice.
These hashish factories, turning out tons of hard, black
bricks which sell for $10 per
pound, located in the wilds of
Pakistan's northwest frontier
province and, according to the
Christian Science Monitor, they

_• •

r» i

...

are giving Pakistani officials a
devil of a time.
The problem is that the officials can't do a thing about the
factories, thanks to centuriesold customs that have put the
area's nomadic Pushtu tribe
beyond the reach of civil law.
"How much longer can we
let this ridiculous situation go
on,?" asks one angry Pakistani
bureaucrat. For several decades, it appears.
Given the strength of the

local tribal chiefs, rio one expects the hash trade or the
false-bottomed suitcase business in which the Pushtus also
deal, to be cleaned up overnight.
"The government is going to
have to get to grips with the
problem sooner or later, and
the time will come when the
rule of law is extended into tribal areas, one prominent Pakistani predicted.
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Baseball Raiders get second NCAA division II bid
by Sharon iwarek
Wright Stale University's
baseball team received an invitation to the NCAA division II
post-season playoffs for the
second consecutive year and
brought ; !ome the second place
for the playoffs in Edwardsville.
Illinois.
The Raiders, who went
24-20 this season cam out or

the playoffs with three wins and
two losses. After a 15 -3 loss in a
double header played last
Saturday the Raiders came
back with a courageous effort
in the second game to place
them in the finals Sunday, May
23.
A 4-3 loss in the tenth inning
on Sunday's game with Southern lllinois-Edwardsville places

that team in the National
Championships and the Division II College World Series
June 5 at Springfield, Illinois.
Coach Ron Nischwitz was
pleased by the performance of
the Raiders who were first rejected for the playoffs by the
regional committee then
selected in an override by the
national selection committee.

Spiegel, Grewe give WSU prof
special settlement on parking fines
meeting on March 18. Spiegel
suggested that Page do a study
of the effects of the four day
work week for the upcoming
summer.
Last summer. Page did an
eight page study of the initial
four day work wee'., entitled
Wright State's Four-Day
Workweek: An analysis of
employee reactions," the results of which were made
known to University officials.
Since
I
had
some
background and expertise in
the area they felt that this might
be an area where I might serve a
useful consulting service," he
said.
Page noted he would probably put in a total of 50 hours on
the project.
I think the University is getting bargain, frankly." he reflected. He said consultants
often are paid trom $ 50 to S100
pet hour to do some services.
He added that. I don't know
that I'd In- doing it if I didn't see
the need to do some service."
The fines are not cancelled
.is yet. Thev will not be cancelled until I have done something; th'-re is a temporary
holding on it." P..ge said.
Page explained that after his
conversation with Spiegel, a
memo was sent by Spiegel to
Grewe in order to make Grewe
aware of the outcome of the
talks.
Page quoted the memo as
saying. I would like to simply
delay the payment until somelime in September.'' He said
the memo was from Spiegel to
Grewe.
I'm not embarrassed over
this." Spiegel commented.
"I'm not going to sit here like a
scrooge. the man obviously
had a serious tinancial problem.
I think he" (Page)'was
wrong, he should have gotten a
decal a long time ago." Spiegel
added.
When asked if he would
make the same deal for a student under similair cir-

cumstances. Spiegel said, I'm
not saying I wouldn't.
I haven't ever had anything
like that from a student. I'd have
to ask the same questions I
asked
Page."
remarked
Spiegel.
Spiegel said he told Page. I
think it's a shame that a University professor hasn't managed
to save SI 50." He said he also
told Page the first thing he
should do is buy a.decal.
Page doesn't know how
many tickets he incurred in the
three year period.
I guess the first couple of
years I bought decals, then they
started getting up into a range
that I thought was...well. I guess
I started thinking more about
the policy then, too, along with
the upping of prices.
I guess I never really expected to be in a spot where it
came down to a matter of
wither paying fines or not having a car." Page admitted.
" M y financial situation at
this time is such that $300 is
impossible for me to pay. Right
now. I don't have that in my
bank account to pay them.
Page no'ed that during his
March 18 meeting w i t h
Spiegel
I questioned about
how that office (Security and
Parking services) is being run
and handled. Spiegel indicated
that he questioned its operation. too."
I'm not going to go into
that." said Spiegel when contacted by the Guard/an al>out
the matter.
In reference to Grewe's refusal to comment on the issue.

Spiegel said Crewe's probably embarrassed about it
In regard to the reason why
Grewe might l>e embarrassed.
Spiegel remarked. I'm going
to pass on that. "

Yost Carry out
3913 Col Glenn
426-9805

Grote. first baseman Dave
Newnam and second baseman
Kent Stuck were named to the
all tournament squad. Grote
was named to the team as !>oth
pitcher and designated hitter.
Since the W o r l d Series
championships will I*' played
by si* teams it is possible to
place WSU's Raiders, as second place winners, in a 6-12
spot on a national ranking
basis.

Enpert Repair Foreign and domestic cars
Woik Guaranteed One Year
808 South Central Ave
airbom. Ohio
Pnone 879-0991

WWSU
YOUR RADIO STATION
Needs your help
To get WWSU on th eair
we need your help
Please donate any saleable items
to the yard sale being held on the
Quad, June 4 & 5, from 9am to 9pm.
Drop off your goodes at 044 University I
1
Center or call 873-2000 for pickup.

Support your radio station

DEMONSTRATE IN PHILLY JULY 1-4
COME TO THE OHIO MEETING
SAT- MAY 20. 10:00 AM
Columbus
OHIO STATE WESLEY f O . NDATION

PARTY TIME?
Call us for your
beer and wine rteads

Nischwitz cited Grote's performance despite an injury
which jammed a finger on his
pitching arm as one of his season's best.
Grote. with a 3-2 score in the
ninth inning of the final game,
laid down a bunt with two out
and began a potential rally.
There was a judgement call by
the home plate umpire on the
third out to end the Raiders
hopes.

SPEAKERS, DISCUSSION & PLANNING
FOR THE DEMONSTRATION
- W E ' V E CARRIED THE RICH
FOR 200 YEARS,
LET'S GET THEM OFF OUR B A C K S "
lobs Or Income Now!
We Won't Fight Another Rich Man's War

CALL US 252-1277

THE REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGADE

Opinion
Cloak of secrecy
What w o u l d h a p p e n n e x t f a l l i f W r i g h t S t a t e ' s
1 4 , 0 0 0 s t u d e n t s u s e d t h e Page P l a n and b o y c o t ted the parking system?
Would R i c h a r d C r e w e make 1 4 , 0 0 0 a p p o i n t m e n t s
w i t h t h e s e s t u d e n t s , t h e n l e t them o f f w i t h a
$5 s l a p o n t h e w r i s t t h r e e y e a r s a f t e r t h e
fact?
Or w o u l d h e o f f e r t h e m h a l f o f f on t h e i r
enormous f i n e s which t h e y had r a c k e d up o v e r
t h e yer»rs?
Or would he impound 1 4 , 0 0 0 c a r s and t h r o w
away t h e k e y ?
More t h a n l i k e l y , Grewe would o p t f o r t h e
l a t t e r choice.
And how a b o u t Or Andrew P S p i e g e l - w h a t
would b e h i s r e a c t i o n t o s u c h an " a b s t i n e n c e , "
a s Dr R i c h a r d P a g e d e s c r i b e s i t ?
Woiild h e s u d d e n l y come up w i t h 1 4 , 0 0 0 c o n sultant openings?
But s i n c e t h i s i s n ' t a v e r y r e a l i s t i c p i c t u r e w e ' r e p a i n t i n g , w e ' l l j u s t follow in
S p i e g e l ' s f o o t s t e p s a n d " p a s s on i t . "

Getting back to the meat of the matter,
there are a few serious comments we'd like
to make.
Upon investigating the Page incident,
Spiegel told two of our editors that we
were making a ''CIA case" out of the whole
affair.
We'd like to ask iust who is throwing a
cloak of secrecy over the facts.
No, it's not Spiegel or his office
(although he admitted he didn't write the
nemo expecting to see the GUARDIAN get wind of
it), but Grewe, U'SU's favorite G-man.
It was Grewe who, when contacted over a
half do:en times, refused to shed any light
on the matter.
Maybe because he feared the light would
turn out to be an avenging spotlight on his
covert activities.
For instance, reliable sources have it
that the nemo in question (see page one for
detai'j) is being kept under lock and key in
Ed Cooper's office safe.
How clandestine can you get?
Rut Grewe should not be the fall guy for
the others who also dirtied their hands to
the elbow in the matter.
Pegardless of motives, Spiegel, Grewe and
Page were equally guilty of this gross violaton of policy.

71

Beverlein's bylines

' Double-decker screw job'
by Thomas Beyerlein

You may not realize it now.
fellow Wrighi Staters, but every
time you drive your car to
schcxil, you are getting a kingsized, jumbo, double-decker
s* rt*w job.
The reason, you ask? The
parking system, so brilliantly
( one eived by our letters to totally fulfill the basic principles
on which our nation stands:
justice, fair play and equality
<ii>der the law; simply does not
apply equally to all.
Although the story is long
and detailed (see page one for
additional information). I'll
briefly summarize the situation.
Dr Richard Page, a six-year
veteran of our beloved WSU,
didn't see tit to pay for the
privilege to park his vehicle on
University lurf.
So lie merely, in his own
words, "ignored" the rules, and
proceeded to park for tree.
Now. I'm not so sure I wholly
disagree with Page's feelings
regarding the parking regulations and fee system, it's the
way he reac ted when he eventually got caught that bothers
me.
Page insists that his abtinence tails under the category
of < ivil disobedience."
But in mv understanding of
the term, this just ain't the case.
Throughout the late 1950 s
and early 1%0's oppressed
blacks, especially those under
the direc tion ot Reverand Martin Luther King, helped us define the words civil disobedience."
Although their actions were
ot a non-violent nature, they
were clearly contrary !o the
laws that were then on the
books.
The difference here lies in the
tact that the blacks, by doing
what they felt was right then
openly accepting the consequences of their actions, won the
solidarity and the sympathy of

the American public, as well as
their attention.
Page, on the other hand,
broke the rules then refused to
pay the piper.
Instead of paying his staggering $300 plus debt to Security
and Parking services, Page
went to the department's volu m i n o u s chieftain, Richard
Grewe, to try and make an
under-the-counter deal.

Grewe. with uncharacteristic
generousity but hightly characteristic covertness. agreed to
bend the rules to the breaking
point and allow Page to pay
only half of Ins outstanding
fines, about SI50. to call it
even.
In case you didn't know, the
printed pamphlet issued byParking services states, for no
decal, the fine is $25, with $20
of the fine forgiven if a decal is
purc hased and the fine paid
within three days (excluding
Saturdays. Sundays, and holiday of the time the Vehicle
Violation notice is issued."
Page's fines were spread out
over a period of three years, not
three days.
Naughty, naughty. Richard,
old lx>y.
But w e can't give Grewe all
the blame for this little breach
of ethics and regulations.
Grewe said lie first had to confer with his superior, "an administrator."
Page, however, wasn't satis-

lied with the half price deal, tie
asked Grewe what ever happened to a deal he'd heard of
whereby several WSU instruc tors where forgiven ot their
fines except for $5.
Grewe fold him that deal was
no longer in effect. Another
double standard.
After G r e w e told him that the
aforementioned deal would !»•
the best he could offer, a d e
jected Page went to the top: I >i
Andrew P Spiegel. exer VP.
Spiegel, with a humanitarian" effort, granted Page the
reprieve he wanted in the form
of what Page calls "alternate
service."
The deal is that Page will
spend s o m e 50 hours, h e .
claims, doing consulting work
on this summer's four day work
week.
First of all. this seems like
kind of a b ^us job. Page already did a thorough study on
the work week last year, so
what more d o they need?
Spiegel says this year's work
week is different from last's, but
how much different can it lie?
Four days is still four days, isn't
it?
Secondly, it's obvious that, it
Page actually puts in anywhere
near 50 hours on the project
Spiegel will b e getting a hell of
a good deal.
In effect, Spiegel is using
Page and the - pot he has found
himself in to milk virtual slave
labor cnit of the man.
Paving him $150 for 50
hours work boils d o w n !o about
$1 an hour, which is really
chickenfeed for a consultant.
The important question we
must ask at this point is. would
the same breaks given tc biology prof Ruben Battino and his
colleagues a couple years ago
and to Page just this year be
given to a hungry student in the
same fix?
[Continued on page 5]
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'Present parking system must be eliminated'
[Continued from page 4|
I think not.
I sympathize with Page to
some degree for this misfortune, but certainly a man of hi,,
learning must have realized
that the day would come when
his g m e would come to an
end.
What I would like to know,
and I hope you do as well, is
what exactly is the policy of
Parking services and the University in general regarding
parking fines?
I'm not arguing so much with
the amount of the fines as they
now stand, although they are
certainly debatable, as with the
special treatment some individuals receive when it comes
time to enforce them.
This must be eliminated if we

are to have a system that works
for everybody.
Now thai I'm done bitching
about the state of aftirs. I've
come to that part of the column
where readers expect what is
known as constructive criticism
so ih.'t it doesn't sound like I'm
just idly ripping the administration apart.
OK. To start with, the dec a I
system at WSU is a vicious cycle. The only reason for the
charge for decals is to perpetuate the system, which
wouldn't be necessary without
the decals.
Now that I've got you all
throughly confused. I'll propose an alternative.
Why mot merely tack an additional nominal fee onto tuition to provide for lot mainte-

Letters to the editor

Nothing to celebrate
To the editor:
The official celebration of the
Bicentennial will be held in
Philadelphia on lulv 4. The rich
will be up on stage singing their
own praises and telling us to
celebrate 200 years of their profit system.
But for us and the vast majority of the American people
there is nothing to celebrate
about the way we're forced to
live and the future this system
holds for u>.
Millions are on the streets
with little chance of getting a
job. and at the same time
(>5.000 Ohioans are cut off unemployment compensation.
They expect us to celebrate
when our education is slashed,
when our parents have worked
hard all their lives and have little to show for it. when our futures are bleak and getting
bleaker.
Instead ot celebrating luly 4.
ve will use the opportunity to
unite thousands of our fellow
students, workers, veterans and
unemployed from across the
country, indict the system
whic h beings us unemployment, war and a thousand other
outrages, and strengthen our
movement against the rich who
ride on our backs.
On luly 4 in Philly there wiil
be a major demonstration of

thousands of people proclaiming. "We've carried the rich for
200 years, let's get them off our
backs!" We'll be raising two
demands: jobs or income! and
We Won't Fight Another Rich
Man's War!
This demonstration will unite
our different struggles and point
them squarely at our common
enemy, so that on luly 5 when
unemployment and inflation
are still rising, when the threat
of war still stands, and when
more fee hikes are announced
at schools, we'll be in a better
position to light.
On Saturday, May 29, at
10am. a meeting w i l l be held of
students throughout Ohio to
discuss what this demonstration cam accomplish and to
plan to spread the word about
it. Meetings like this one in
Columbus are being held all
over the nation, uniting hundreds of workers, vets and
youth around the demonstration.
loin with us on Saturday.
May 29 at 10am. at the Wesley
Foundation at Ohio State in
Columbus. For more information on the meeting and transportation from this area call us
at (51 ») 252-1277.
Revolutionary Student Brigade

nancela service which virtually
nonexistant under the present
system), and let people park on
a first come, first served basis?
I seems simple enough,
doesn't it? Earlier this academic
year, the Parking Studies committee reported that such a system was feasible." so what's
the hold up?
Could it lie possible that our
ever-vigilant administration

doesn't care to tax itself by making the changeover, or do they
actually enjoy burdening us
with these lovely fees?
Either way. it's up lo those of
us who c/o pay for decals lc in
some way protest the lack of a
definitive policy toward offenders. Please show your concern
with this situation by writing us
at the Cu.irdi.in and making
vour feel inns known.

At this point. I'm tempted to
suggest a boycott of parking
decals for next fall, but if the
WSU's apathy holds true to
form. I'm sure it would be a
flop.
Instead, all I'll urge you to do
is to scream as loudly as possible about the situation to your
new student government officials.

RTA proposal needs student push
laculty, staff and their families
volunteers who will then be
by (..nl Snyder
are encouraged to participate
Would you like to !>e able to taken Io various neighborhoods
in this campaign.
to
pass
out
literature
on
the
isride a bus from your home to
Those who do wish to parsue.
Wright State?
,,a:e should be at Welcome
By the way, included in the
Well, the Regional Iransit
Stadium a! 1:30 pm. Sunday,
Authority's proposal lor a coun- proposal is a special student
lune (i.
tyvvide transit system would (are. 25 cent per ride.
((//tor's note All students,
allow you to do just that.
The only problem is that RT A
needs more money for the inJo the editor :
know that at least one person
creased service. To get more
I am an inmate at the London wasn't afraid to talk to an inmoney RTA is proposing a
one-half of one percent sales Correctional Institute.
mate. Her few words meant a
tax increase for which RTA
Today there was a tour great deal and to her I'd like to
needs
the
approval
of
through London from Wright say thanks."
Montgomery county voters in State and it was a pleasant surIf at all possible could you
prise to be able to actually print my name and number in
the lune 8 primary.
So to accomplish all this. spe.ik to someone from the \our papei? I would weU ome
RTA is planning a little bit ot
streets.
any and all letters and answer
campaigning.
Although the question asked them promptly.
Several RTA buses will leave aixmt was a sign tailed to the
Vf/c hael H iga man
box (><l I IT-S7I
Welcome stadium at 1.30 pm.
wall the blonde haired girl who
Sunday, lune fc with campaign asked it made me feel good to
London Ohm i (I-10

'Was a pleasant surprise'

WSU's newest team
To the editor :
The time has come to give a
little publicity to WSU's newest
organization—the Wright State
University Rugby Football
club. What's rugby? It has been
defined as a beast's game
played by gentlemen in which
there are no winners, only survivors. Rules are secondary to
the game itself, claims the C incinnati Enquirer and having
played two games in a
fortnight, the entire team will
admit that there is at least a
grain of truth in this statement.
This is Wright's first and only
real contact sport.
Entirely responsible for this
madness is Edward Gallagher,
a graduate student in history.' Ed
Rugby" has single-handly organized the squad and also acts
as player-coach and sponsor as
well as a student.

The team is not another athletic activity whit h the University will have to firianc e. This is
an independent team composed of relatively small
players. It seems that no lug
apes" want to play If you missed our second game land
we've won our tiist two! on
May 9. we invite the whole
campus to our game against
Wittenberg Sunday, May 30 on
the rugby field directly behind
the Physical education building

around 2 pm.
I would like to thank all of the
players (ruggers). all oi oui
rugger hungers" and those
whocameout to watch We are
gaining momentum and need
all of the support this campus
(an muster. !n order to help. .x e
are raffling a keg o> Michelob
• ill, the winner to lie announced at the ga ue on Max
10, Cheers!
( hut k < '.rove

The letter of the 'reek'
Io the editor :
I empathize with the prob
lems oi ARA food service. It is
not enough that they reek" the
benefits of the inferior food.
They also enjoy thee ompany of
the Guardian office across the
hall, and the aroma which rises

troiu its editorials.
Robert P Tioxell
PS I'll bet you two*rolls of toilet
paper vou won't print this!
lilitor\
note ph\e.e send
the toilet p.ipei to t)4i< L ni\er\ity Center.

Women clustered in occupations which traditionally pay poorly
irom College Press service
As women cheer their new
working sisters onward to more
equal opportunities on the job
market, the nagging fact thai
most women are still channeled into the lowest-paid,
non-unionized, service jobs
shows up in all the statistics.
Between 1962 and 1974,
millions of women entered the
country's work force. They
were having fewer children or
they wanted to wait a few years
before getting married.
The cost of living continued
to rise but their husbands were
in danger of being laid off construction and manufacturing
jobs.
Their income made it possible to afford those little con-

veniences that made their
hours at housework shorter.
Many worked for the sole
support of themselves and their
dependents.
The biggest gain for the new
working women was in clerical
occupations. By 1974, women
held four out of five jobs as
cashiers, bank teliers, payroll
clerks, and stock and store
clerks.
Breaking into the job market
for most meant a continuation
of the same roles they thought
they left at home (serving, nurturing and obeying) for
minimum xvages and little hope
of advancement.
A big part of the equal pay
enigma (women earned 56
cents to every dollar earned by

men) is simply that women are
clustered in occ upations which
are traditionally poorly paid.
A recent Manpower report
confirmed that classification of
jobs by earning was noticeably
similar to classification of jobs
by sex.
Overall average earnings in
March, 1974 for private industry were $4.06 an hour while
the average rates in occupations dominated by women
were more like $3 an hour.
The report also pointed out
that not only are women concentrated in lower paying industries but can also be found
in relatively large numbers in
non-union businesses.
And what about all the new

professional women who have
been advertised and promoted
as evidence of the new liberation in the work force?
According to the 1974 report, women constituted 40
percent of all professional
employees, up only four percent from 1962.
Clearly, most women were
still being shunted into jobs as
secretaries, clerical workers,
waitresses, teachers, nurses,
phone operators, bookkeepers
and lab technicians.
Acting as assistants to the
people who made the decisions
was the way women first entered the office world and it has
stuck with them ever since.
According to M a r j o r i e
Davies, quoted in the Village

Voice, it was during lis* C ivil
war that women were first introduced into government otfices as clerical workers.
US Treasurer Francis Flias
Spinner put the new help to
work trimming paper money
but found thev were so good at
it tf
he found other jobs, for
them, too.
By 1869, Spinner was boasting that "some of the females
are doing more and better work
for $900 per annum than many
male clerks who were paid
double that amount." And so
the tradition continued.
The repercussions of so
many women joining the ranks
of workers c e n while there is
another incc me in the family
(Continued on page 81
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This year's May Daze celebration biggest ever'
by lance Goldberg
May Daze 1976 was the
largest May Daze (or October
Daze) in Wright State University's history according to Dan
Strawn. Inter Club council
chafer and head coordinator of
the May Daze event.
Strawn explained that WSU's
outdoor festivals have a
"snowball effect" with "each
May and October Daze getting
bigger every year."
After being rained out'' May
16. May D.ize experienced an
00 degree temperature and
plenty of sunshine on its May
J I raindate.
One VVSU student < laimed
May Daze has lycome so
traditional and anticipated that
even the rain cam ellation can't
mess it up."
Keeping in tradition, the May
Daze band selection committee proy ided the audience with
WSU time-proven tavontes
sue h .is Crosstown Traffic.
Roger and the Human Body,
and Paul VVavne Beach,

Gary King of Crosstown Traffic commented. "For playing so
early (10:30 am to 12:IS pm)
we received a really lively audience response."
Two new attractions were
added, including Ukiah, a
rock/funk band from Beavercreek, and Fenton and
Webb—a folk/pop duo which
played between sets.
" M y intentions were to have
solid music without any dull,
silent breaks." said Strawn,
who was not pleased with the
lengthy equipment set-ups.
According to Strawn a sixth
group. R. dman-Haas. was originally contracted to play May
Daze but instead performed in
the Rathskellar May 16 on the
original May Daze date.
While Roger and Human
Body were playing last Friday
the
sound
system
was
threatened to be turned otf unless the moat dunking ceased.
Strawn pointed out that the
splashing water could be
hazardous to large amount of

electrical equipment on stage
in front of the meat.
"Also," Strawn continued, "
one student was slightly injured
during a moat dunking attempt."
While Crosstown Traffic performed, the Veteran's Education organization sponsored
the Second Annual Corporal
Klinger's drag race.
In accordance with VEO
rules, participants of this race
had to be males wearing a dresses or skirts and blouses, hats or
scarves, and
two
inch
(minimum) heal shoes.
The VEO further stipulates.
In the event of a heel breaking,
then the participants must
finish the race with the shcxon."
Placing first in the drag race
was Craig Clark who. when
asked how he felt about winning the 1976 May Daze drag
race, stated. "Flabergasted."
Clark was awarded a trophy
and a 12-packof beer. Placing
second for a 12-pack of beer

New and unusual booths in
was Keith Krietzer.
The best dressed category this year's May Daze included
went to Van Foster who also the Powerlift club's Mr and Ms
won a trophy and a 12-pack of Wright State beauty contest,
Zeta Tau Alpha's water balloon
beer.
For WSU female racers, the throw, Phi Eta Tau's Silly String
VEO sponsored the Hot Lips sale, speech 141's pie throwhustle. Contestants of this race, ing, and the Guardian's dart
according to VEO rules, must t h r o w i n g at campus perwear Air force fatigues and sonalities.
According
to
Susan
combat boots supplied by the
Stockton. University Center
VEO.
First place went to Viccie board advisor, the attendance
Renner who was awarded a (and thirst) of May Daze 1976
was so large thai the UCB beer
trophy and a 12-pack of beer
Second place went to Valerie truck broke all previous sales
records as early as 3 pm Friday.
Hurst for a 12-pack of beer.
Booth spaces were rented for
One of the functions of May
Daze, commented Strawn, is :o $2 per 16 square feet, the only
income
towards ICC's estiallow all the various clubs and
organizations of WSU a chance mated $2000 production exto cooperatively set up penses said Strawn.
"One last point," added
money-making booths.
Strawn further remarked that Strawn, "I'd like to thank
loanne
Risacher (Assistant
next year, booth space should
be available only to groups in Dean of Students) for her advice and counseling towards
good standing with ICC.
"There shouldn't by any the May Daze effort."
more community booths or
one-timers from campus."

I lew's our itwl lookin' a little soggy around the edges. Whoops! Looks like he's gonna' get even soggier
(Photo by Paul Gardner)
Photo by Paul Gardner)

But that's alright as our annual May Daze cutie pit

star-

•Ml
Plop plop. fizz, fizz! Oh. what a relief it is on a ho! afternoon. (Photo by Paul Gardner)

Whoops, there goes another victim (Photo by B&B Enterprises)
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This is the before, during and after pie in the (ace look. (Photo* by Paul Gardner)
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Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to
work with brain injured
children at the Training
Center for Developmental^
Handicapped Children,
3201 Marshall road in Kettering.
The center is open from 9
to 11:30 am and 12:30 to
2:30 pm Monday through
Friday. No experience is
needed. For more information call the co-ordinator at
298-0803.
WWSW Yard Sale
WWSU radio station will
sponsor a yard sale on the
quad June 4 and 5. Items for
the sale may be donated by
the general public.
Donations are being accepted now through the lune
i. Bring donations to 044
University Center or call extension 2000 for pickup.
The yard sale will be held
from 9 am to 9 pm both days.
Bands and liet-f will be on
hand.

Summer Registration
Registration for summer A
and C sessions is now underway. Classes will begin
lune 15 and end August 20.
The final day for registration
is lune 21.
For additional information
call Admissions office at
873-221 1
University Committees
Any students interested in
serving on University committees should contact layne
Lynch at extension 2098
or should leave name,
phone number, and mailbox
number in the Caucus office,
133 University Center.
Blue Sky
The Rathskeller Concert
c ommittee will present the
rock band Blue Sky on Friday May 28 at 9 pm. Admission is SI for students. 75
( cits for dorm students.
Beer prices will be reduced. The event is sponsored by University Center
board.

Toy Drive
Speech 141 is sponsoring
a toy drive now through Friday May 28 in the main
lobby of Millett hall for
needy children.
Toys will be distributed
throughout the area.

News
Shorts
Beginning Racquetball
The Health, Physical Education and Rc-v reation program is offering during summer term B a one credit
course in beginning racquetball.
Time will be 11:15 am
until 12:30 pm Monday
through Thursday. The ( lass
number is 6249. There is a
limit of 16 students (or the
(ourse.

Sports Writers Scholarship
Greater Cincinnati Chapter of the Baseball Writers
association of America is offering a $300 scholarship to
a student who will be a
senior as of fall 1976, who
demonstrates
both
academic ability and sports
writing ability. Further details and applications are available from the Office of Financial Aid, 152 Allyn hall.

WSU Bowmen
Meeting time for the Archery d u b
has been
changed from last quarter's
time to 9 am to 11 am on
Saturdays in the auxiliary
gym of the Physical Education building. All interested
persons are welcome regardless of skill.
For futher information
contact Regina Spillman box
K270 or after 5 pm call club
advisor lolin Coburn at
278-7154.

MABEL'S
BLACK LABEL BIRTHDAY PARTY
June 4th
Two Bands
S1.50 Cover Charge
Low Beer Prices

UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA

Delimiting Date
Veterans who served in
the armed forces between
January 31. 1955 and May
31, 1966 will reach their
educational delimiting date
on May 31. 1976.
Veterans in training under
the Gl bill who will no
longer be entitled to receive
educational allowance because of the delimiting date
will receive a special notice
in May and June from the
Veterans administration.
Veterans in need of financial assistance should contact the Financial aid office
for infor nation.
Encounter Group
Encounter programs, in
Yellow Springs, has announced the formation of a
group for gay and bisexual
men and women of Greene
and Clinton counties.
The group will offer a supportive atmosphere where
participants can deal with
the difficulties of their sexual
orientation, problems with
relationships and families,
and the use of drugs and alcohol.
The group will meet on
Wednesday evenings in the
Encounter house at 106 East
Whiteman
in
Yellow
Springs. Interested persons
are asked to call Encounter
at 767-531 1 for more infor
mation.
All contacts with Encounter are confidential. Encounter Programs is an
agency of the GreeneClinton Mental Health and
Retardation system.
Course Addition
The Mathematics department will be offering Math
304-305 (class number
1286/1287! mathematics as
human activity during summer B term from 8.4 5 to 10
am Monday through Thursday. This is an addition
which does not appear in the
printed summer schedule.

Women still
shunted
(Continued from page 5)
could be serious.
Alexander Cockburn and
lames Ridgewav of the V///age
Voice believe that job liberation for women vwill t omplete a
vicious circle in which the
women always lose.
With inflation eating away at
everyone's
wages
and
threatened government cutbacks of social programs and
welfare, more women will be
pounding the pavement looking for jobs.
And with so many people
looking for so few jobs, it is not
unlikely that women will settle
for the same low-paying,
dead-end positions they have
always taken.
And find that their liberation
is simply a variation of their
former enslavement.

EURGPE
OOORPRIZES: LIGHTED BEERSiGNS, POSTERS, TRINKETS
•••J J.

800-325-4867.
@ Un-.Travel Charters
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;ews Shorts continued
LEEP NJ... s
Grant and loan funds are
available through the Law
Enforcement
Education
program (LEEP) for full-time
criminal justice personnel
enrolled full or par1 time at
Wright State University.
LEEP loans are also available
for pre-service ctiminal justice personnel enrolled on a
full-time basis at WSU.
AMOCO Scholarship
The Amoco foundation
has established a $3,400
four year undergraduate
geo-physics scholarship to
be awarded to a first year
geo-physics student in the
fall of 1976.
Applicants should send
their applications to Dr Benjamin Richard, associate
professor of geology and director of the geo-physics
program Wright State University.
Included with the application should be a letter stating
why the applicant wants to
be a geo-physicist, and three
letters of recommendation
and High school transcript'
or equivalent.
Administration
Course Addition
The Administration department has announced
two changes in its summer
i our^'' i-stings. Administration 103. class number
1)12 !. sc heduled for summer
B term, has been cancelled.
I iowever the (lass will Ixottered during summer's A
term class number 0119. on
Monday and Wednesday
ewnings form 7 to 9:30 pm.
Fall Honors Courses
Student Honors courses
i .in lie found under the
heading of urban studies in
the fall ••< hedule.
Women in Art
Three to five credits can
be earned this summer by
taking Women in 19th and
20th Century Western Art."'
offered at Antioch College in
Yellow Springs from lune 30
to September 10.
Enrollment is by permission of the instructor leanne
Ciormley Philippe, visiting

Tecumseh Council
The Tecumseh council invites all Eagle scouts to the
area Bicenteannial lamboree at Wright-Patterson
Air force base on lune 11. for
an Eagle recognition ceremony.
Eagle scouts who have not
yet been contacted and live
in the Faiiborn or Beavercreek area should contact
lim Dryen at 878-2202. or
mail the following information to Eagle Scout Round
Up chairer. Boy Scouts of
America, 3007 Vernon
place. Cincinnati, O!iio
45219; name, address,
pi tone, age. date received
Eagle, troop number, city.

council, and sponsor.
The information is needed
by nvd-May.
Freshperson Orientation
On Wednesday, lune 9
and Thursday, June 10 the
University Division orientation staff will hold orientation sessions for students entering Wright State summer
quarter.
The session on Wednesday will convene at 1:30 pm
in 155B University Center.
On Thursday new students
should meet in the Allyn hall
lounge at 6:30 pm.
Both sessions will include
a tour of the campus, media
show and question and answer session.

Summer Cross
Registration
Summer Cross Registration is available again to students of ihe Dayton-Miami
Valley Consortium Schools,
the same rules apply as last
yeai I) Students must take at
least three credit hours at the
home school. 2) must be
full-time student during the
spring term. 3! credit hours
taken at the host school cannot exceed the number at the
home school.
Credit hours earned at the
host school will be included
on your home school transcript. Payment for the credit

MISSED YOUR
SCHOOL PORTRAIT??
Now You Can Get It At Lower Prices
And Professional Quality Too!!
8x10 PORTRAITS ARE: $8.00
First print—$8.00 Second and third prints— $5.00
Any additional prints—$3.75 Any sizes available

CHILDERS
PHOTOGRAPHY
Vely c / o s e (0 campus

Learn to

SKY DIVE
Greene County Sport
Parachute Club
Classes 10:00 AM & 1:00 PM DAILY
Individuals $40.00
Group of 5 $30.00 per ind.
For further information call 376-9293

Campus Tours
Persons interested in attending Wright State can
tour the campus on Saturday
mornings.
The Admissions office will
be open from 9 am until
noon on Saturdays during
spring quarter to arrange
tours.
For counseling appointments, tours or admissions
information contact the office at 873-221 1.

ZETA T A U A L P H A
welcomes
their new pledges
Barb Bache

Brenda Benner

Nancy Christolear

Scuba Diving
Swimming

We can satisfy all your photographic needs:
Groups ' Teams * Parties
* Sorority and Fraternities
256-0501
10% off the isgular prices with reservation before June
30, 1976
memDer:
PP of A
WSU Alumni Assn.

hours taken is to be made at
the home school. For more
details call the registrar or
the Consortium at 2241204.

Scuba Rentals
Air Station
Trampolines
Sun Bathing
Snack Bar
Picnicking
Free Parking
TEPAHVIUE
SPORTSMAN
L E

I - **

Country-clean sir, freedom from
traffic
nones
park-like
surroundings—these form th«
setting for the iewel th.-.t is
SPORTSMAN LAKE, spa'kling
pure sp'ing water, unpolluted, as
clean and pure as Nature
intended it to b*
John Bryan Stats Park is only 4
miles away for overnight camping
DAYS AND TIMES OPEN
Saturdays and Sundays
10 am t i pm
Tucsdav thiu Friday
12 noon til 9 pm
SEASON
Memorial Day
thru
Labor Day
Certification Required for Scuba
Admission: Adult $2/Child S.75

SPQRTSMAN LAKE US ROUTE 42
CEDARVILLE, OH 45314 (513)766-3041

faculty.

A pre-registration fee of
$20 payable by May 10 will
lie deducted from tuition
cost and is not refundable
after May 31. Tuition is S65
per credit hour.
The course is not available
through cross-registratio.i
but credit can be given as
transfer credit at the home
school.
For more information and
registration forms, contact
Pat Dougherty, assistant to
the chancellor. Antioch College. 767-7331 or 8641928.

TUESDAY: FREE ADMISSION!
WEDNESDAY: DRINK N DROWN!
THURSDAY: LADIES' NIGHT-

FREE ADMISSION!

ACTION 6 NITES A WEEK!!
THE ONLY REAL DISCOTEQUE IN DAYTON!

8ftt» Loung»...ln the F p f » t Park P t t » .

'Hearst' is guerilla theatre
Michelle Marie Murphy as bring out believable, human,
by Susan Call-in
Antioch Area Theatre's pro- Celina portray multi-faceted and energetic performances
duction of Hearst is not a play revolutionaries, capable of from his young cast.
Hearst, written by Antioch
you would take your mother to both love and hate. Robert
see. I! is guerilla theatre in every Maurer's-television speeches as graduate Mark ) Dunau. is
being
revived for the week of
Randolph Hearst are suitably
sense of the word, and excelMay 24-29 in preparation for its
lently done.
inane.
Downing Class's direction is presentation at Ihe Performing
The play follows Patty from
her kidnapping by the SLA remarkable. He shifts the Garage in New York City in
through a series ot political and scenes from room to room, in lune.
The play begins at eight pm,
emotional changes to her final the safe house, so that everyone
decision to become a meml>er is. at some lime, close to the and lasls about three hours. At
times, Ihe
revolutionary
of ihe "army of the people."
actors.
rhetoric bec omes fatiguing, but
All Ihe action takes place in
thai
effect
seems
to be intenthe "safe house," an intimate
tional.
set furnished with mattresses,
Hearst is a presentation thai
broken-down couches, and a
explodes upon your senses. It is
l.lter of newspapers. The walls
not for the timid and participaare covered with grafitti and retion is required.
volutionary posters, and a stand
When you leave ihe experiof shotguns is positioned by the
ence, you will not only know a
door.
little bit more about the SLA.
Television monitors provide
you'll know a little bit more
the only direct contact with the
about yourself.
outside world. On them, the
The Antioch Area Theatre is
audience and the cast watch
located on Corry street in Yelsimulated news coverage of the
low Springs. Reservations arcHearst family statements.
encouraged due to limited seatThe cast blends with the auing. Reservations and informadience, changing their seats
tion may be obtained by calling
during blackouts, and reacting
864-1461 (toll-free from Dayto ihe speeches of the other acton and most of the Miami Valtors.
las
overcome
the
physley), or 767-7331. extension
Brilliant performances are
526 from Yellow Springs and
given by the entire cast. Wil- ical difficulties of the set so that
liam Badgetl is powerful as de- there is not a bad seat in the Xenia.
Cinque. At one time he is erupt- house. He has also managed to
ing with anger and ferocity, at
anothe .ie is describing prison
conditions with pain and sensitivity.
lana Lee Miranda gave quite
your favorite American vacby Kathy Day
a credible performance as
Did
you
know
thai ationland in Kleismit's show,
Patty/Tania. She depicts Patty's
early confusion and distress Hangman's Hill is in Rapid you're likely i - find some inw i t h sincerity, and later City, South Dakota? Did you teresting mixed media pieces,
launches into revolutionary know that Niagara Falls is the anyway.
For instance, the Day and
rhetoric with equal fervor. She home of shredded wheat?
No? Well. I'll give you one Might duet; two very similar
has the unusual ability to capquadrangles)!
couldn't find any
lure the character simply by Ihe more chance; do you know
how that elephant got in my differences) saturated w i t h
tone of her voice.
mosquito netting.
lames Hollyday |r is totally pajamas?
Sandy Kleismit. obviously One of the two untitled works
absorbed in his role as Cujo.
Even when lie's not center one of the more well-travelled in the show, a mixed media
stage, he is supporting other art majors here at our little ha- work with a window shade pulcast members with comments ven. is exhibiting picture post led partially over a framed
cards from some of the fairest of drawing, is especially effective.
and expression.
The other untitled piece has
Although his part is small, fair spots in this our fair land in
Frank ten/ as Bo should not be the section of her paintings and an inflationary theme, with
jet-designed
dollars flying high
left out. His descriptions of prints exhibit entitled Those
searc h and destroy missions in Obscure Hicenntenial Paint- above the coins of the world
The photographic prints in
Viel Nam, and Ihe rest of his ings - PS a Look at American
Kleismit's exhibit are interestsoliloquy are both believable Culture.
ingly
composed close shots
And Hangman's Hill and the
and moving. He appears only
once, but his speech slicks in Shredded Wheat Capital oi the c (insisting mostly of 'house' obWorld are just two of Ihe many jects: windows, nooks, cranyour memory.
Denise Ethier as Fahizah and picturesque locales on display. nies, and some wall-to-wall
But even if you don't find angle shots which have a
slrangly claustrophobic qualityYou can see the show, by
1)4? 1. Do«othy I an«>
Sandy Kleismit, now through
May 28 in the aforementioned
Experimental Gallery in the
Creative Arts Center
I N D I A N JEWELRY
Gallery Room Now Open

by Tom Beyerlein
What is there do do in Dayton anyway?"
How many of you have asked yourselves that question
on a Friday or Saturday night at that point in the evening
when you realize that to y-.ir despair that you'll probably
end up spending the rest of your weekends in i976
crocheting a wall to wall carpet for your living room?
In an attempt to answer the aforementioned puzzler,
the Guardian will be periodically featuring
The
Weekend report." a column dedicated to helping you fill
all that leisure time we lazy college students have.
for the first time out. I thought I'd lake a brief look -it a
small handful of some of the more w ell known night spots
in the area. Consult the Yellow page-, for addresses and
telephone number-, (you don't want me to do everything
lor you. right?).
The She. Must be 18 (ha ha). This is undoubtedly
)a> ten's most iamou- lor is it infamous?) disco haven. !t is
possible to go to the She and enjoy it. bui they may not
serve vou unless you're under 16.
More mature patrons may find the rather steep cover
charge, dress o d e . and general |X>lic e stale atmosphere a
bjt oppressive. However, it you like to play pinball or
pool, dance to disco sounds, or sniff bubblegum. you'll
have a blast.
The Echo. Must be 18. Mu( h like the She except the
Fcho ieatures live bands instead of 4.Vs and high pressure
DIs. The Echo appeals more to the college crowd than the
pre-pubescent set, another attractive feature. A game
room is provided, but unfortunately so is a moderate
<o\er charge and a lax. but existent dress code.
The Shed. Must be 18. if you find the fcho, the Shed is
right across the street. Entertainment is provided by a
large central juke box and oc casionally by a rowdy table
oi Universitv ot Dayton students.
In addition ilie Shed has no dress code, no cover
charge, and no adequate parking facilities. It is nearly
always |am-packed with people, all of whom are trying,
w ilh \ar\ ingdegrees of su< i ess to remain seated around
the ridiculously small fire engine red square tables that
line the walls of the establishment.
It can be fun. il you're with the right type of people.
PS—If you go to the Shed, note the unique jigger-sized
beer glasses
Iron Boar. Must be 21. This is actually a pretty nice
place lor ouiet < onversation. at least oil the nights when
one ot several timkv-looking acoustic guitarists aren't
playing. There's a game room in the back for vou pinball
wizards.
Regency Room. Must be 18 lust so vou Springfield
< omnui!e:s don't feel like you're being left out I've added
the Regenc \ te the line up. It's pretty small, so if you're
going. (..oearK Nevertheless, it ma, be the best place in
Springfield to realk ",et down and party.
Hickory Inn. Another Springfield beer joint. This used
to be a big Wittenberg hangout but has sin<e become a
real redneck pit. It vou like the swingin' sounds of Dolly
Parton. be sure to < mon over on a Saturday night, v'all.
That s the rundown lor this week, lolks See you around
town...alter dark, oi course. (Not very original, but appropos.)

Kleismit's display has
some interesting pieces
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Join the crowd for $10, first donation. Regular and
Special Program donors. Men.—Sat. Free Parking.
Pi ione 224-1973
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The Etc S h o p

925 Factory Road
Beavercreek, off DaytonXenia Rd.
Gifts from India.
Brass jewerty. loose beads.
Incense, clay dolls, ivory.
collectable items.
Monday. Thursday, Friday
10-5 pm
Saturday 9 am-3 pm
Closed Wednesday

' .... ... •

No appointment needed
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D&C not necessary after natural abortion

i*r Turner,
Turnf*r M
O
by H Spencer
MD

Is it absouluteiy necessary to have a D « C following a na'ure n's j a r r i a g e ?
W hat problems c ould lack of
this p r o c e u u r t cause? I am
re.-^ly beginning to worry
about this because I have
heard that sterility and tubal
blockage can occur if one
does not have a D & C done
right away.
A D & C, of course, refers to
dilation and curretage which,
in short, means dilating the cervix so that an instrument can be
,,i!rodu»ed to carefully scrape
away the endometrial lining
and in the case of a miscarriage,
any remaining placental or fetal
tissue.
It is probably not necessary
to have a D & C following every
spontaneous abortion. If tissue
is retained, however, and
bleeding continues, then a D &
( should be done. In general,
any individual w ho has a spontaneous abortion should consult her physician fairly quickly
to determine whether or not
further treatment is indicated.
Lately I have been experiencing strange physical

.

feelings
during
my
menstrual cycle. I have always had dizziness, w h i c h I
was told by my gynecologist
is due to a hormone change.
Now I experience clumsiness and forgetfulness. I am
really concerned as to why
these things are happening.
I am not on birth control
pills. Have you ever heard of
anything like this before?

It is not unusual, with the
normal fluctuations in ithe
levels of various female hormones. such as occur during a
normal menstrual cycle, to undergo certain physiological
changes. Some of these are well
known and, of course, include
such things as fluid retention,
breast enlargement and others.
While I personally have not
heard of dizziness as a common complaint. I suspect this
could occur. I have not. however. heard of clumsiness or
forgetfulness described as
symptoms associated with the
menstrual period. I w o u l d
suggest you contact your
physician so that an appropriate medical history can be
taken and an examination performed to determine whether

or not there is, in fact, any organic problem.
Many of us, however, seem
to periodically become more
clumsy and/or forgetful at certain times than at others. This
may well be related to the stress
which we are under at a given
point of time; thus, your problem may well represent no serious pathology at all.
I find at times that I have
what feels to be a severe
bruise at the base of my spinal column. The pain becomes most severe at the
lower part of the spine, over
the coccyx. The pain, w h i c h
is like that of a bruise,
comes upon me at intermittent times and apparently
without
warning.
The
bruised sensation stays for
a couple of days and then
goes away. My question to
you is, wha; w o u l d cause
s u c h a pain and how does
one rid themselves of it
when it occurs? Also, what
is the function of the coccyx
and is it c o m m o n to have
disorders with this bone?

Sports Short
Athlete of the week
Boh Grote. a senior from
Cint innati Flder. is Wright
Stale University's athlete of
the week as member of the

Raider baseball team. He
hurled WSU to a 2-1 victory
over Miami and then lost a
4-2 decision in 12 innings to
St. loseph in Indiana.
Grote threw one of the
best games of his collegiate

career against Miami, commented coach Ron Nischwitz, and he was overpowering against one ot the
lH>tter collegiate teams in the
area, striking out 12 batters
in seven innings.
The victory over Miami
gave Grote some revenge for
an early season loss at Miami
when the Redskins scored a
three to two victory on a
two-out. three-run homer in
the bottom of the final inning.
It was Grote's second
career victory over Miami
and third showing without a

The coccyx is the bony structure which represents the lowest part of the backbone. Early
anatomist decided that 'he
coccyx had a shape similar to
the bill of a bird, thus the bone
was named "coccyx," which
translated from Greek means
cuckoo." The coccyx is made
up of four (although this
number may be three or five)

small, incomplete vertrbrae
which are fused together.
Attached to the coccyx are a
lew fibers of the large hip muscles. Additionally, spinous ligaments have attachments and
certain levator and sphincter
muscles of the anus attach to
the coccyx. Thus, what you are
describing may represent a true
coccygeal bruise, although it
seems unlikely that this would
be recurrent to the degree you
describe. However, in this
light, you might carefully exam
your sitting posture. Other possibilities. of course, would be
ligamentous sprains or actual
muscle problems.
In some respects the coccyx
may fx 1 considered almost a
vestigial organ; ie. it you were a
lower species of animal, the
coccyx w o u l d have represented your tail. Injuries to

the coccyx are not particularly
unusual. While both these
conditions are painful, they are
not ordinarily of a serious nature.
My h u s b a n d and I have a
question about oyster. Does
the oyster have as high a
c h o l e s t e r o l c o n t e n t as
shrimp?
All shell fish are considered
to be moderately high in
cholesterol. They are not, however. considered cholesterol
rich, such as are egg yolks or
organ meats.
If you have questions you
wish answered in this column, send them to—HS
Turner. MD. director. The
Ohio State University Health
Service, 1875 Millikin Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210.

• IN COLUMBUS"

May

Sat/Sun
July lOH 1

LSATev.ew
classes

holiday inn ohio stale u
328 west lane avenue

S85 LAW PREP WEEKEND INCLUDES INTENSIVE PREPARATION
PRACTICING ATTORNEYS GIVING DETAILED REVIEW COURSES
ANALYZING LSATs QUESTIONS. PROBLEMS AND STRUCTURE
Follow ups show our average student increases LSAT score by 85 po.nts some achieve nearly 200 point increases - demonstrating our capacity to lead
you to an improved approach, helping maximize your score within your ability
To register send SBS/covering all tees/materials:
LAW BOARD REVIEW CENTER/141 19 72nd Ave/Flushing. NY 11367
It you have a question, call U3 collect: 914 234 3702 or 914 939 2330!

Extra curricular

loss.
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Pregnant ?... And need help'

call BirthRight

Medical mil - Counseling
Personal assistance
No fee

Strictly Confidential

•

24 - Hour Service

223-3446

First National Bank
. F A I R BORN, OHIO
A Full Service Bank
ti-Pquil B r a n d )
•

M.,r,I •Office

10 W D a y t o n Y f l l o w

1 W Main Street

Springs B d

From one beer lover to another.
TMt 1TPOH • • • W i l l COMPANY. ClttOl!. MICHIGAN W i l t

878-8681

87.8,7241
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classifiedadsclassifiedadsdassifiedadsclassffied
fun? Sale
FOR SALE Circuil board and
pians lor attack delay unit lor elsetrie instrument (Guitar. Crgcn.
etc ). Reasonable. 8G4 1490 or
K618 5-24
FOR SALE 1971 Vega Wagon
Radio 65 000 miles Good condition $600 Phcne 298-3132 after 3
pm. 5-24
FOR SALE 1968 650 CC Triumph
Tr-6 8 inch Springer 5 spoke tront
wheel many extras Best otter
Box A140 5-24
FOR SALE 1973 Yamaha 350
RD excellent condition. 3.4000
miles, crash bars, sissy bar. S 7 50
667-6696 5-24
FOR SALE 1970. 12x50 Mobile
home very good condition, air
conditioner, shed and skirting. A
beautiful country site Access to a
private heated pool, nature trails,
fishing, gardening area, and recreation room. Driveway and paved
streets. Twenty-live mm. trom
WSU Very leasonable Call 8450172 0'box >38 and ask for Mike
5-24
FOR SALE 1968 Moto Guzzi
Motorcycle good bike lor traveling
this sur'met Leave note in L136 or
call 252-3915 5-24
FOR SALE 1967 Suzuki X-6 Excellent condition Completely rebuilt trom ground up 864-1490 or
K61S 5-24
FOR SALE 2 5x10 Ciagar rims
counted on 2—N50 Firestone
tues and 2 14x7 Cragar urns
mounted on tires Almost new
S18OOO Contact Leonard at
1-884-5349 or mailbox L20 5-24
FOR SALE 1972 Chevy ClO Van
House Vehicle Tags Full size bed.
sink stove ice box. swivel seats
sculptured shag AM-FM Steieo in
dash custom paint with murals.
S5 000 invested Sell lor S3200
Mailbox K235 or 253-6620 5-24
FOR SALE 66 Corvair 3 speed,
new brakes clutch flywheel. solenoid and gear assembly Good
condition Best otter over $200 00
Le.*ve note and phone in F t 9 2
5-24
FOR SALE Wedding Gown
Beautiful long white lace gown,
with long train veil and gloves
Cost S225 m the 50 s. will sell for
S25 890-3821 altera 30 pm or on
weekends 5-24
FOR SALE Mattress and box
springs. Double bed size, extra
long (side rails avsilable). 525
890-3821 after 8 30 pm or on
weekends 5-24
FOR SALE 1969 305 CC Yamaha
YDT Good condit'on 5375 or best
offer Must sell to pay for summer
school Reply mailbox H743 or call
293-8478 and ask tor Tom. 5-24
MUST SELL—64 Chevy tmpala
283 Good mechanical condition
Recently tuned and dependable
Reply in mailbox H721 c call
878-9278 and leave message
5-24
FOR SALE: 1976 Capri It 4 cyl . 4
speed trans Must sell Take ove,payments Cat' 433-0153 or reply
in mailbox T101 5-24
TIRED OF just listening to your AM
Radio'' I have a Delco AM-FM
Radio with and 6—track with console mount, made especially tor
70-76 Camaro or Firebird, but will
M others Worth S300 but you can
have both tor $90 Call 294-5562
after 5 pm or box 021 5-24
FOR SALE Platform (oft the
ground) Queen Water Bed Oak
heater liner, mattress 57500
Moving must sell Box 0234 5-24
FORSALE 2 Delco AM car radios
Both are almost brand new 515.00
each 879-25S0 or box R34. 5-27

FOR SALE: 1973 Honda. CB 500 4
cyl Excellent condition. 8.700
miles. Extras: 2 helmets. Weather
cover, back rest. Only $1175 000
Please call 236-5418. 5-27
FOR SALE: Yamaha RD 350B.
Less than 2000 miles Excellent
condition Must sell Mailbox P46
or call atter 6:00. 964-8817
(Springfield) 5-27
FOR SALE Zoom lens—Vivitar
85-205,
3.8
Excellent
condition—still in original box First
S12fj has it 864-2260 (Pentax
Mount) 5-27
FOR SALE 10 speed Hufty
Grande' bike Excellent condition Used twice Asking $80 will
take offer. Call or reply in P.O. Box
137 5-27
FOR SALE: Ford Galaxy 500
(1964) good running condition
S20U.00 Call 253-7426 belore
5:30 or 'eave note with phone
number in K611. 5-27
FOR SALE Down sleeping bag
Gerry Camper, good three season
goose down bag for in tent low altitude backpacking—(le-here).
Rated plus 0 15 degrees, wt 3 lbs
6 oz coloi burgandy Includes
Kelty basic stuff bag Excellent
condition List $110. for you $70
Reply box E707 5-27
FOR SALE Peek-a-poo pups lour
brown, wnite and black One white
with apricot ears and one all white
It interested call 1 • 746 4917or put
reply in mailbox S363 5-27
FOR SALE 68 Simca. Red.
32 000 actual miles Brakes and
Engine recently overhauled, good
tires and heater Radio works too.
Clean inside and out Asking $275
Call Rick 277-9121 or 233-5279
5-27
FOR SALE 1956 Chevy 6 cyl
50 000 actual miles. $550 Call
325-4326 or 322-9753. 5-27
FOR SALE 1971 Dodge Demon
225 engine. 20 mpg city driving
automatic, power steering, radio
snow tires very yood condition
$ 1600 00 or best oiler Call atter 5
pm 256-3358 5-27
FOR SALE: Pedigree Red Satin
rabbits $6 00 Inquire box S221 or
call 878-7688 5-27
FOR SALE
Camper. 1969
Nimrod— has sink, stove, icebox,
spare tire and a 10x10 dining tent
Camper is fold-out canvas with
hard top
$650 00
Phone
Covington 473-2467 5-27
FOR SALE: Boat 1972 Star craft,
aluminum. 14 foot, runabout. 30
h p. Evinrude. little dude trailer,
dual fuel tanks, one-owner, super
clean. $800 00 Phone Piqua
773-4565. Tell them you saw the
ad at Wright State. 5-27
FOR SALE: 65 chevy Impala.
Runs and looks GOOD' New tires,
white airth blue interior 4 dr. Call
898-3105 after 3 pm $325. 5-27
FOR SALE: Must sell Poineer
PLA-45D turntable with Empire
990/EX at cost. This turntable is in
the factory sealed carton Contact
Perry at 252-5034. 5-27
FOR SALE: Canvas tent 7 ttx7 «.
and 2 sleeping bags All tor $20
Contact Dee at phone 277-4827 or
student mailbox S328. 5-27
FOR SALE: two different oil painting, one is 22x14, the other is
18x12. best offer. For further information contact room 110A Res
hall or mailbox 0371 378-0780. H
no answer call 873-2231. It you call
x223l be sure to mention room
11 OA 5-27
FOR SALE: 67 Renault, 4 doors,
good gas mileage.$200, 878-3638
or leave message in mailbox

G247 5 27

FOR SALE: Why walk? Dnve a
nice Cadillac $100 or best offer
Ext 2i73—ask tor Carrol. Test
dnve upon request 5-27
FOR SALE GBX AMP, very good
cond 4-12 inch speakers 90
watts Solid state piggyback Preamp and tube amp in cabinet
Used professionally Call 2360390 atter 10 pm Asking $400
negotiable 5-27
FOR SALE 1969 Meic Comei. 6
cyl, runs good, some rust. $150.
878-9670 5-27

SOUTH
DAYTON
School
specializing :n children with Learning Disabilities is now accepting
applications lor
Summer Program Please call 299-4500 5-27

MALES WITH training in TM
wanted for experiment in EEG—
alpha wave activity. Call Steve at
274-3404 or leave meSSiqe n
Psych Dept 5-27

SPECIAL EDUCATION maiors—
The Bomberger Center is holding a
summer day camp tor handicapped children and they need one
more volunteer to be a counselor
Good way to fulfill 100 hour requirement and the kids need you
Call Connie Stathes at 252-5432
tor details Thank you 5-27

SEWING DONE—any type per
sonncl. weddings etc Very
reasonable prices Call 376-3275
anytime 5-27

FOR SALE: 1963 Nova Wagon 6
cyl. auto. $100 Call 274-1934

5-27

FOR SALE: 64 Fender Stratocaster Guitar, rosewood neck, natural
finish, excellent condition test offer Leave replys in mailbox L695.

5-27

^
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WANTED IMMEDIATELY Male or
temale roommate tor liberal house
atmosphere 3 bedrooms 3
stories $50 00 plus a month. 15
mm from WSU Call 228-6816 or
leave serious inquiries in box
E305. 5-24
WANTED—APARTMENT near
WSU to rent or sublet tor summer
Leave amount of rent and details In
R489 or call 399-7384 5-27
APT TO share: Female must be
straight 2 bedroom townhouse
North $57 50 and utilities a month
890-7(25 Ask for Barb 5-27
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed at
the beginning o! tall quarter Must
be compatable and able to sign a
years lease Twobdrm.unturn. Apt
close to WSU in Fairborn
$74 50/month If interested, leave
name and phone number in mailbox L593 5-27
MATURE COUPLE with 42 house
plants looking tor a friendly, inexpensive living situation preferably
within 5 milesof downtown Dayton
Contact J Michael or Teresa 8791253 5-24

NEED RIDE to Colorado or all
points westward Wish to leave on
or about June 14 Contact Jim at
223-7642 or box E914. 5-24
RIDER N E E r E D to Albuquerque
N M to share driving and expenses Leave June 11. Contact
Bill Q23 if interested 5-24

TO THE beautiful person wtf, ' o r g
red hair in Oelman 246 Wed evening I think you re the greatest person ever. Sox P85. £-27
KJW I hope everything works out
between you and the boys down at
the public library LM 5-27
KEITH: THIS is the last note, so
pay attention. Stop pulling the wool
over Ron s boots and dont sell
anymore raffle tickets for a ski-date
with Claudine Longet Frenchie
5-27
JUST A little memento, to you. sent
from me Hello. Snooky Foots
Signed Touchey Feeley 5-27
KAREN D—I wasn t drunk enough
to forget our conversation, or you
Do you remember me? If you're
still not busy May 30. the invitation
as Ruggy Huggy still stands D M
0 0 WSURFC 5-27
TO COOK and Therese and everyone
else involved— thanks tor the party on
Thursday. It was fantastic and the best
birthday ever I'll never forget it.
Everyone ought to have friends like
you because "YALL are great. 5-20

WANTED: 1 9 5 0 - 1 9 5 5 FORD
Tractor w/ 3 point hitch Must include plow Reply box A140 5-24
WINGS CONCERT Want to share
ride and/or buy another ticket Call
Craig 233-5474 5-24
MARKETING CLUB MEETING
Wednesday May 26 at 2 1 5 in
room 347 Allyn Everyone welcome 5-24
NEED SOMETHING typed?
Thesis dissertation proposal,
book manuscript? Call Lois
Walker 426-7094 5-24
LOST: WARDS (-300 Calculator in
Millett hall May 4 Return for reward Box U189 5-24

HOUSE TO share. $65.00 per
month includes utilities, phone.
pr>vate room (furnished if desired)
use of washer and dryer, full house
privileges Call after 5 pm 2563358 5-27

ATHLETIC FEMALE interested in
lovemaking and music. Would like
to meet foxy female for possible
romantic adventures. Don't bite off
more than you can chew Butches
need not apply E346. 5-24

VOLUNTEERS
URGENTLY
needed for South Dayton School. a
private accredited school specializing in children with Learning Disabilities. Hours very flexible
Please call 299-4500 5-27

TO WHOEVER cancels the Intramural Softball games get your
head out of your
and look at the
weather 5-24

CHILDREN'S COMPANION 14
June—Aug Hours 8-5 M-F. Salary
or trade tor room and board. Duties
play with and supervise play of 4.5.
and 7 year old boys. Cat 2337609 5-27
NEED EXTRA income? Work days
or evenings and take orders where
you now work, set your hours, set
your income goal in your own business. For interview call 256-9170
between 2 and 4 Mondays and between 4 and 6 Wednesday and
Friday 5-27

PROFESSIONAL TYPING done in
my home Term papers, ttiesdissertation, manuscripts. Pries is
reasonable, work ie guaranteed
Please call Judie R Bush (2633749) for further details. 5-24
AIR CONDITIONING (auto and
home) Servians Reasonable and
qualified 864-1490 or K6le. 5-24
LOST WHITE lab coat thurs at
5:20 between Oelman and the
Biological bonding parking lot Thm
is an extra small lab coat which
takes 6 months to receive If you
found «. piease cail 426-1240 or
put nets m mailbox E469. My name
is m tha coat. 5-27

I FOUND a very nice wrist watch on
the quad dunng May Daze It you
lost one identify it and repiy to
mailbox H717. 5-27
GENTLE YELLOW eyed black
(male) cat. likes to have his belly
scratched Free to qood home Call
Jim at 275-2431 or 224-9262 5-27
TWO VIETNAMESE students
would like to hava roomma'es
(18-20 male or female) to share the
rent (about 5100 a month plus
utilities, electncity and telephone.'
at Bonnie Villa Piease contact with
Ouan Van Tiran by 426-8827 this
Sat morning (May 29) or mailbox
M174 Can move in June 1 5-27
ANYONE WISHING to meet
Jimmy Carter s .00 Jelt is welcome to come to 1562 Glendal Dr
in Fairborn this Friday (May 28) at
8 30 am For directions Or mtorma
Hon. please call Mrs Travis How
ard 878-1077 5-27
LOST SELF-CONFIDENCE if found
please return desperate1 5-20
IN SIX months and X number days the
1976-77 WSU basketball season will
start. When the season does start Dan
Steepletower Hugely will teat opponents apart with his sensational per
tormance of basketball 5-20
WE. THE brotheis of Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity would like to thank those
who volunteered to work at the May
Daze dance and to those who came
too We especially like 10 thank Intei
Club Council who helped co-sponsor
the dance 5-20
CARTOONISTS IVE got a lew ideas
for comic strips and would like to meet
with other artist and writers foi discussion working together whatever Write
box L147 or call Dennis at 277-6943
5-20
FOUND IN 1st floor Fawcett Thurs
May 13 a high school class ring
Turnec' in to lost and found Allyn hall
5-20
NEED A MURAL painted' Will paint
interior or exterior murals, will paint
childrens rooms, dens, offices and
places of business Experienced
Mailbox K62 5-20
THE GHETTO S Palace Yoga Institute would like to announce a new beginner's Hatha Yoga course starling
June 1 st and lasting for 8 weeks Classes held Tuesdays and Thursdays.
6:30-8:00. at a cost Of only $30 00
Register now' 1129 W. 5th St. Call
228-5624 or 228-5647 5-20
RAT THE CAT—a two year ok) black
male cat with orange eyes He is gentle and kkes affection Rat is frae to a
loving home. Call Jim at 224-9262.
V20
THIEF: THANKS to that sweet individual who stole my notebook Wed.
May 5 at 10:45 I'm in a jam. The only
problem is that you thetl was not totally successful- you were noSced by
one individual who knows your name
and it's only a matter of time before I
find you. I guarantee that I will. Cooperate by giving bacfc my notes and all
will be drooped Very sincerely: Dan
Hotorook 5-20

GUARDIAN classifieds
are free to students and
10 cents a word to all
others. All ads will be run
a maximum of two times
unless
resubmitted.
Forms can be obtained at
either Guardian office 046
University Center, or across from the Crock Pot.

